FTEN dismissed as an ambiguous appendix to an enigmatic a divination text, the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" ("Hsi tz'u chuan" W) of the Book of Change (Yi ching MY-) has been for some two thousand years one of the most important statements in the Chinese tradition on knowing how the cosmos works and how humans might relate to that working. Especially from the Sung through the Ch'ing period, the "Great Commentary" ("Ta chuan" t4), as it was also called,' provided the locus classicus for vocabulary and concepts in nearly every major abstract discussion of the physical world and man's place in it.
taught by Liang-ch'iu WEh, after comparison with the texts used by the other three officially recognized schools teaching the Change.10 The reconstructed version supports one of Chu Hsi's main rearrangements and generally shows few variations, except orthographical ones, from the Cheng-yi and Chu Hsi recensions, which both derived from Fei Chih's "unofficial" text."' Incised on the backs of three stone tablets, with the text of the Change on the front, the "Commentary" is divided into two parts (p'ien). Sections (chang) are preceded by a dot. In the six instances where Ch'ii Wan-li has evidence for the beginning of a section, they correspond to the beginnings of sections in the Cheng-yi version. 12 The reconstructed text of the "Commentary" from the Han and T'ang stones indicates that the words in the two main recensions are derived from at least the latter half of the second century.
There is extant, but not yet published, a version of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" against which the two main recensions must be appraised. It is written on silk and was discovered along with the text of the Change in Grave No. 3 at Ma-wang-tui in Hunan. The other Wings were not found. If, as is conjectured, the grave was sealed in 168 B.C., then it is clearly the earliest text known of the "Commentary." According to the reports, it runs to approximately 2,700 characters and is not divided into two parts. The silk manuscript lacks the eighth section and reverses the order of the two which appear as the ninth and tenth sections of the first part of the Chengyi version. Compared with the second part of the Chengyi text, the silk manuscript has a longer fifth section, part of which appears in the present text of the "Shuo kua" wing, and has a shorter fourth section.13 The discrepancies as they are reported do not seem to account for the disparity in the length of the silk "Commentary" (2,700 characters) in comparison with the modern recensions, which have something like 4,480 characters. Needless to say, publication of a facsimile of the silk manuscript would provide the basis for a reexamination of our present text.
For nearly two thousand years it was generally held that Confucius was the author of the ideas in the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations," even if it did not come directly from his hand. There are still some who hold that view, although the attribution has been doubted as early as Ou-yang Hsiu (1017-72) and by various other writers since.14 Chu Hsi was speaking for the consensus in his note at the beginning of the " Commentary rian, completed in about 100 B.C. "Late in his life, Confucius delighted in the Change and put in order (hsu F)f) the 'T'uan,' the 'Attached,' the 'Hsiang,' the 'Shuo kua,' and the 'Wen yen.' He read the Change so assiduously that the leather thongs broke three times. He said, 'If I had a few more years and went on like this, then from the Change I would combine being both accomplished in our culture and firmly based in my own self.' "17 Some commentators (notably the Cheng-yi commentary on the Records of the Historian) have suggested that the word hsu in the first sentence is not a verb but refers to the "Hsu kua," another of the Ten Wings. If that reading is followed, then the purport of the sentence is that Confucius knew nine of the Ten Wings and was fascinated by them and the text of the Change, but not that he had a hand in compiling or editing them. The three sentences thus might be taken as an aside in the discussion on Confucius' involvement in compiling and ordering the texts of the Poetry, History, Ritual, and Spring and Autumn. The biography goes on to record that "Confucius taught poetry, history, ritual, and music," 18 and his concern for these subjects, and their texts, is repeatedly evidenced in the biography as well as in the Analects. Confucius may have "delighted" in the Change, but any number of critics have noticed that nowhere else in this earliest biography of Confucius is there any mention of his involvement with the Change or with commentaries on it. It has even been suggested that the three sentences associating him with the Change were added to the biography after Ssu-ma Ch'ien's death.'9 Be that as it may (and I might interject that I see no necessity for doubting that the three sentences are Ssu-ma Ch'ien's), if the first sentence is evidence that Confucius authored the Ten Wings, then it must be acknowledged that the crucial word, hsu, is ambiguous, and in either case seems a weak way of assigning responsibility to Confucius for the commentaries.
The other reference in the Records of the Historian to Confucius and the Change is merely that a certain Shang Ch'ii 0 of Lu was taught the Change by Confucius and transmitted the teaching after Con-17 "K'ung tzu shih chia" RL#:fkM, Shih chi (Peking: Chung-hua, 1959), 47.1937. I have taken pin-pin tr,g to mean combining wen _ and chih W. Cf. Lunya, 6.18: "One is a gentleman only after he has combined being accomplished in our culture and being firmly based in his own self." Also see Lunya, 7.17. 18 If the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" was not compiled by Confucius or those directly under his influence, then when was it written? There is no direct evidence that it existed before the founding of the Han dynasty,25 but it is apparently quoted or paraphrased in writings from the second century B.C. The extant text of the Hsin yiu , which may be the work of Lu Chia PR, advisor to Han Kao-tsu, has a quotation which begins, "The Change says," followed by a sentence nearly identical to one in the "Commentary" (A8.17),26 and has a close, but unattributed, paraphrase of the first two parts of A4.2.27 The Han shih wai chuan Ai4 quotes a sentence from the end of the first section of the "Commen- 29 Shih chi, 130.3288. The sentence given is the same as the one in the "Commentary" except that the order of the two clauses is reversed. The sentence is attributed to the Chung-shu {11.f.30 There is, of course, the possibility that the four Han writers were using the same source(s) that went into the compilation of the "Commentary," rather than the "Commentary" itself3' but these bits of parallel text, coupled with the silk manuscript found in the Ma-wang-tui tomb of 168 B.C., strongly suggest that by the middle of the second century B.C. the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" existed and was circulating, though not necessarily in the exact form in which it was engraved on stone at the end of the second century A.D.
Who wrote it? Names from early Han which have been put forward as possible authors of the "Commentary" and the other Wings include Wang T'ung 3EIM, Chou Wang-sun )A13EB, Ting K'uan T3, and Fu Sheng )1IR4, all of whom were mentioned in the Han History as having "prepared commentaries" (tso chuan {f1i) on the Change in the first half of the second century B.C.32 The discovery of the silk manuscript makes it awkward to maintain that it was authored by any of the four when they were contemporary, or nearly so, to the Ma-wang-tui grave. Moreover, the bibliographical chapter in the Han History credits all four with titles of their own on the Change, and lists the title Book of Change (Yi ching) separately as being in twelve p'ien, which Yen Shih-ku Affi-I& (581-645) explained as the text of the classic in two parts together with the Ten Wings, each consisting of one p'ien.33 A more likely candidate as author is T'ien Ho RI3iiJ, who gave instruction on the Change to the four men and who lived in Ch'in and early Han times, but there is no evidence that he wrote the "Commentary" either, although any of the five men mentioned might have had an editorial influence as teachers of There is an accretive quality to the "Commentary" that gives the effect of its being not far removed from a tradition of oral teaching, with the master's explanations a necessary accompaniment to suggestive, intriguing, but baffling material. While recognizing that the "Commentary" is a patchwork which was subject to a continuing process of reworking even after it began to be transmitted in written form, I would also emphasize that it does present a coherent intellectual position. As I shall try to show, it is not a random miscellany of scraps about an old divination text, but is a subtly presented selection of statements intended to convey a particular world view.
Not only are there unresolved problems concerning the authorship, the period, and the internal consistency of the "Commentary," there is also the troublesome question of whether it would be more appropriately labeled "Confucian" or "Taoist," or some amalgam of the two. Even when it was accepted that Confucius was the author of the ideas, there was an uneasiness that it led men away from "Confucian" concerns. Su Shih NU (1037-1 101), for example, complained that some Confucians (ju) were using the ideas of Lao Although it was an acknowledged part of the ju repertoire, some scholars in the past hundred years who had no particular commitment to the hegemony of the Five Classics judged the "Commentary" to be, as James Legge put it, "more Taoistic than Confucian."39 More specifically, the claim has been made, in association with arguments intended to show that Confucius was not the author of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations," that the Wings were heavily influenced by the ideas of the Lao Tzu and also were congruent with positions set forth in the Chuang Tzu.40 Because of its emphasis on phenomena in the physical world, it has even been concluded that "the philosophy in the 'Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations' of the Change is the natural philosophy of the Taoists (Tao-chia). "41 The "Commentary" has also been interpreted as the product of the so-called "Naturalist" school (yinyang wu hsing chia 3hMiIME) which was closely related to early Taoism. In making its claims, the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" is perforce concerned with words. It does not invent any new characters, but it seeks to establish its own usage for certain terms and to manipulate meanings. Its persuasion often resorts to intentional ambiguities, where one character bears a multiple load of meaning, and thus any interpretation or translation is unavoidably partial and idiosyncratic. Consequently, it will be helpful to present briefly my understanding of some of the terms in which the claims of the "Commentary" are made.
Of central importance in any discussion of the Change is the word yi A, which had in Han times, and still has today, the meanings both of "change" and "easy."43 The wordyi had been used in the Warring States period as the name for three apparently distinguishable divination techniques, collectively known as the "Threeyi," and named in the Chou 1i as the "Lien shan" iI, the "Kuei tsang" NO, and the "Chou yi" W1.44cc "Chou yi" is the name of the divination book 310 we here refer to as the Change.45 The "Commentary" refers to the book by the title Change when quoting it (e.g., "The Change says"). The word yi is also used in the "Commentary" to allude to the divination technique made manifest in the words and symbols of the book.46 (B8. 1) Being the book that it is, the Change cannot be put at a distance.
(B8.2) Being the way [of divining] that it is, it repeatedly shifts.
Both as book and as technique, the Change is built around sixtyfour hexagrams (kua t1), each of which is formed of six parallel broken or unbroken line segments (yao AJ). The word kua in a general sense might best be rendered as "a set of lines with prognosticatory implications." (The translation of kua as "hexagram," or as "trigram" when it is composed of only three lines, has been used since James Legge's translation,47 and I see no reason not to follow that convention.) Each of the sixty-four hexagrams has a name, most of which are words or terms referring to particular objects and activities which are involved in "figuring" (hsiang S) the situation revealed by the act of divination. The word hsiang, as used in the "Commentary," is sometimes rendered into English as "image," which connotes resemblance and implies an act of perception. Hsiang often is the object of the verb "to observe" (kuan ON), which supports translating hsiang as image. However, hsiang are independent of any human observer; they are "out there," whether or not we look (cf. A1.5). Therefore, I find that the English word " figure an image or likeness, but it is also a form or shape, a design or configuration or pattern, and a written symbol; "to figure" is to represent as a symbol or image, but also to give or bring into shape.
Taking hsiang as "figure" also maintains a distinction from hsing )fl, translated conventionally as "form." Hsing is used of classes of physical objects as well as particular physical objects, often with an implication of "that which is tangible." Hsiang is used of classes of objects and particular physical objects (ch'i 0) as well as events (shih *), and in the "Commentary" has the added implication of "that which is portentous for human conduct." Both the form and the figure of a given thing are perceivable; it is the figure, according to the "Commentary," which is especially meaningful. In the Change the "figure" is elaborated by sayings and phrases which are notoriously enigmatic. In contrast, the prognosticating information which the text of the Change supplies is given in a succinct and explicit form, usually involving one or the other member of pairs of terms, such as "well-fortuned" (chi i) or "ill-fortuned" (hsiung VJ), "no blame" (wu chiu 5Ev) or "blame" (chiu), and "advantageous" (1i #IJ) or "regret" (hui It) and "remorse" (lin :).
The "Commentary" provides a summary of these several layers involved in the Change. These four sentences describe the characteristics of each hexagram complex in the Change: its six lines, the words detailing the particular phenomena (physical objects as well as events, often involving humans) which serve as the figure for the hexagram, and the terms giving a prognostication. Passages such as this in the "Commentary" are to be read as explanation of what the Change is as a particular divination text (Yi chih wei shuyeh ) In addition to using the wordyi to indicate the book and its divination technique, the "Commentary" gives it an implication of "cosmic change," which is an extended meaning not appearing in any text earlier than the "Commentary. " I follow the "Commentary" in taking the title of the book, Yi, to stand not only for the changes of lines and hexagrams, which is the core of the divination process, but also for the change that characterizes the universe. Instances of this general, encompassing meaning ofyi will be considered below, but it may be pointed out here that this usage ofyi is an indication that the "Commentary's" area of concern extends beyond the narrowly commentatorial.
This expansion of concern is also exemplified by treatment in the "Commentary" of the two words ch'ien * and k'un Ji. They are used in the text of the Change as the names, respectively, of the trigram and hexagram consisting of only unbroken lines and the trigram and hexagram consisting of only broken lines. The meaning of the characters ch'ien and k'un has been the subject of considerable, but inconclusive, speculation that need not detain us here; I prefer to leave them untranslated. Before the time when the "Commentary" began to be compiled, the character ? (k'un) seems never to be used in any extant text except as the name of a particular set of lines, although the written form ll ,which was used as late as the Han stone classics, suggests water or wetness (as in ch' uan ( ). The character K, now read ch'ien and kan, was used respectively as the name of a set of lines and to mean "dry." The two words ch'ien and k'un were never presented as a pair in any text which is indisputably earlier than the "Commentary." In the "Commentary," ch'ien and k'un are, with one exception (B2.26), never used simply and unambiguously to refer to the sets of lines which are either all unbroken or broken, and they are in every instance presented together as a pair, either juxtaposed or in parallel sentences. The usage of ch'ien and k'un in the "Commentary" demands that we understand them as indicating two fundamental aspects of the Change. For example, a section in the "Commentary" begins: is yang in the cosmos. In a parallel way, k'un is the "figure" for all that isyin. By thus reifying ch'ien and k'un, by positing them as things outside of the Change, the "Commentary" has further extended the meaning of the two words. They are put forth as indicating something akin to, if not actually, two cosmic forces, whose relative configuration is related toyi as "cosmic change." On this third level, we can reread the first sentence above as (B6. 1)2 Our master said, Ch'ien and k'un-are they not the twoleaved gate of change ?
In its use, then, of the wordsyi, ch'ien and k'un, the "Commentary" moves their references beyond a divination book and technique and into the realm of "heaven-and-earth."
The "realm of heaven-and-earth" (t'ien-ti Xit, and t'ien-ti chih chien Xittrg?,) was an established term which the "Commentary" adopted as the mode of referring to the physical cosmos as a whole. (The term "realm of heaven-and-earth" is similar in its reference, but not in its implications, to what in the Judeo-Christian tradition could be called "all of Creation" or "Nature.") The realm of heavenand-earth is filled by the "ten thousand things" (wan wu i,E, with "ten thousand" to be taken in the sense of "all of the many," and "things" in the sense of objects and events). Heaven, in the sense of the sky in which we observe meteorological phenomena and of the heavens in which we observe the sun, moon, planets, and stars moving, has a course traced by its ongoing processes (t'ien chih tao, and t'ien tao .X), as does earth, in the sense of the physical place on which our activities are conducted (ti tao itMi). The "Commentary" also speaks of the "course of ongoing processes in the realm of heavenand-earth" (t'ien-ti chih tao I.
), and if this course can be described in a word, then that word for the compilers of the "Commentary" would seem to be "flux" (pien ?), which is close in meaning to "change" (yi), in the use of which the "Commentary" is reserved.49
Within the realm of heaven-and-earth is the more limited realm of human society, which is denoted by the term "all-under-heaven" (t'ien-hsia XT). Here is the scene of operations of sages, or sage men (sheng jen M,k); accomplished men (hsien jen WA); superior men (chiin-tzu A-f-), in the sense of men who are in some way (e.g., socially or morally) superior; ordinary but politically potent men (jen), in the sense of persons who have a certain legal or social status; petty or mean men (hsiaojen 'PA), men whose conduct puts, or should put, their status in doubt; and commoners (min Ft). The "Commentary" seems to be addressed primarily to the "ordinary men" who would be guided to act in such a way as to become "superior men," and who are especially concerned with what seems to me to be politically consequential conduct, referred to in the "Commentary" as the "enterprise," or the "great enterprise" (ta yeh }k). The realm of all-under-heaven has a course marked by its ongoing processes (t'ien-hsia chih tao XT2LM), and the single word which is most used in the "Commentary" to describe it is "movement" (tung J).
These are some of the terms which the "Commentary" uses in persuading us to its view. We might distinguish three realms of discourse in which it moves: the realm of all-under-heaven, human society; the realm of heaven-and-earth, the cosmos; and the realm of the Change, both as text and divination technique. The implicit question to which much of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" is addressed seems to me to be something like this: given that flux is characteristic of the realm of heaven-and-earth, and within it the realm of human society undergoes movement, then how are we to cope with, or even dwell within, our confusing world of change? The "Commentary" is an attempt to persuade us that we can best do so by accepting the guidance of the Change. To persuade us, the "Commentary" makes, and seeks to establish, a series of four claims which are presented in its first four sections.
The First Claim
The first major claim of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" is that the technique, for which the text of the Change is the written repository, duplicates relationships and processes at work in the realm of heaven-and-earth. The second major claim is that these relationships and processes are knowable, and the knowledge is the basis for efficacious action in the realm of human society. The "Commentary" does not make either of those claims so baldly as I have just stated them, but in the first section leads its readers to be persuaded gradually.
A minimal rendering of the first sentence of the "Commentary" might give us something like "Heaven is eminent; earth is humble; ch'ien and k'un are fixed," which is not obviously meaningful, regardless of the level at which we take the words ch'ien and k'un. Not only might we hesitate over individual words, it is not even clear how the parts of the sentence go together. Guidance can be found in the parallelism which exists among the first three sentences. With some interpolations, we might read: which I have suggested as descriptive of the relationship which the "Commentary" seeks to persuade us exists between the Change and heaven-and-earth. In English "to duplicate" means to double, to provide in double, to exist as a double of something, and the latter meaning is the relationship I infer is posited at the beginning of the "Commentary" and which is pointed to by the phrases "has in it" and "matches." The Change is not separate from but equal to the cosmos, and it is in virtue of that relationship that it "works." By understanding the relationship as one of imitating, or being parallel to, or representing in microcosm, or as any other formulation which implies a gap between the Change and the realm of heaven-and-earth, we immediately trap ourselves with a dilemma which the "Commentary" skillfully avoids: how can a divination text "connect" with the cosmos? By implying, or leaving us to infer, that heavenand-earth is somehow "duplicated" (and that word is simply my feeble attempt to provide a necessarily inadequate name for the relationship) by the Change, and vice versa, an epistemological problem is denied. They are each "one of two things" exactly alike, each a double of the other, each "has in it" the other. Everywhere and always there is change, and the change everywhere and always is the same change, characterized by bipolarity and contained in the Change. This connection is the first major claim of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations."
The Second Claim
The second major claim which is implied in the first section of the "Commentary" is that cosmological processes are intelligible and humans can adjust their conduct on the basis of that intelligence. Again, the claim is not made explicitly; the "Commentary" slips us into a recognition of it by means of ambiguous sentences. Earlier we considered the following two sentences: In sentences Al. 10-I1, ch'ien and k'un as aspects of cosmic processes are the subjects of verbs. In Al.12, the syntax can be construed as a synthesis of the ch'ien-k'un duality of the previous three sentences, withyi as unitary cosmic change taking their place as the subject of the verbs "knows" and "follows along." An immediate objection which can be raised against such a construction, which the translation marked (A1.12), represents, is that it would appear to reduce cosmic change to being a function of k'un, whereas k'un is otherwise to be taken as an aspect of cosmic change. One way to avoid that difficulty is to understand Al. 12 as if it had no bearing on the preceding sentence, even though they share the wordsyi (change or easy), chih (knows or is known), and chien (simple An implication of the second claim of the "Commentary" is that we, too, if we would be an accomplished person, can become one by knowing and following the change at work in heaven-and-earth and in our human society. But assurances about "simple" and "easy" aside, how can we do it?
The Third Claim
We can know by means of the words in the Change, and we can be guided by their counsel-this is the third major claim of the "Commentary" and is set forth in the second and third sections. The processes represented in the technique of the Change may duplicate the processes at work in heaven-and-earth, but if the technique is to be our guide, two aspects have to be accessible: the implications for our conduct of the figure associated with each hexagram and the manner in which the change inherent in a given moment is represented or manifested to us. For making all of this more explicit to us, we are indebted to sages, from whom we have inherited the text known as the Change. short, the course of all the ongoing processes, whether inanimate, animate, or "beyond" animate, in the realm of heaven-and-earth. This "knowing," based on the Change and made accessible by sages, is a more effective guide for acting than any other way (tao, in the sense of a set of precedents or teachings). Why? Because the knowing available to us from the Change resembles heaven-and-earth, and just as heaven-and-earth includes all that is, the Change is the guide to which all other ways are subordinate. This point is not argued, but implied, in A4.6-8. Some men (e.g., adherents of the Tao te ching) teach us to model our conduct on the course of the ongoing processes of the ten thousand things in heaven-and-earth; guiding knowledge of them is contained in the Change. Other men (e.g., adherents of the Mencius or the Hsun tzu) teach us to seek to follow the mode of conduct of sages of antiquity who did so much to improve the lot of all members of human society; guidance derived from their beneficial course of action is contained in the Change. Some men (e.g., followers of the Chuang Tzu) might urge us to protect ourselves by withdrawing from human society and to gain peace of mind by identifying with Heaven rather than other humans and by accepting all that happens as fate; the means of finding security and certainty are contained in the Change. Many men teach us about morality, whether based on the notion of being content with one's portion, so to speak,56 or on the concept of being humane (jen, as stressed by followers of Confucius), or on the idea of loving others (ai, as stressed by followers of Mo Tzu); conduct with such moral implications is possible by acting on the guidance of the Change. The means of knowing about change which is at work in the realm of heaven-and-earth, and a guide to action which incorporates and transcends all teachings-this is the twofold potency of the Change which makes it the superior guide that it iS.
The final four sentences of the fourth section can be read as an affirmation of why the Change is both potent and reliable. .12, again a conceptual more than a physical or territorial limit is being implied. To have no "squareness" is to be not susceptible of being differentiated into parts and to be not adequately delimited by any conceptual bounds. My understanding of the quality of "squareness" which "what is shen" does not have may be more clear when the meaning of the word shen has been considered with some care. In contexts such as A4.4 and A9.4, where it appears in conjunction with the word "ghosts," shen can be understood and translated as "divinities" without much risk of being misled or misleading. In this usage it is closely similar to the Japanese reading of it as kami, referring to spirits or divinities as beings or powers which inhabit, even if in another "dimension," the realm of heaven-and-earth and which make their presence felt to humans. Thus in B2. 10 and B2.18 we read of the exploits of the Divinity of Agriculture, or, personified, the Divine Nung. More often, however, when the "Commentary" uses the word shen adjectivally, it is in a more extended sense than "partaking of the defining quality or characteristic of divinities." For conveying this broader meaning, the English words "divine" and "spiritual" seem too weak in their current usage. Another possibility is daemonic, but I find the word cannot avoid the connotations of evil which the Christian tradition has laid on it, and, when taken narrowly, it seems too close to the meaning of a particular kind of being or presence (whether as demon or daemon) which, like "spirits" and "divinities," does not seem consonant with the intentions of the "Commentary". An interesting case has been made for translating shen as "psychic" in its adjectival use in the "Commentary,"57 but again there are unwanted connotations, of "breath" and "life" from the Greek, and of "mind" in modern English, which cannot simply be defined away. The English word I use to approxi-mate shen as an adjective in the "Commentary" is "numinous," which is derived from the Latin numen (divinity). Primarily a twentieth-century word promoted by Rudolf Otto,58 "numinous," if we reduce or neglect its intended religious overtones, points to a certain quality, state or condition which cannot be fully apprehended and which some of us today might acknowledge as present more in an abstract and depersonalized manner than was perhaps characteristic of the divinities, spirits, demons, and numen (and shen) which some of our ancestors recognized. In the fifth section of the "Commentary" a partial explanation of shen is given. One purpose for making this statement is to anticipate the objection that a mere book, or a mere technique involving the manipulation of some yarrow stalks, cannot possibly duplicate all that is going on in the realm of heaven-and-earth when there is a "numinous presence," or a "godlike influence," or a "mysterious dimension," or however one might phrase it, which is "out there" and not the product of our minds. According to the "Commentary," the Change goes and is everywhere, for it is numinous presence. In affirming the potency of the Change, the "Commentary" wants to persuade us not only that the Change is numinous, but also that it can be our medium, in a double sense. First, the Change in effect will be our wu Xi, a shaman or diviner or "possessed person," who puts us in touch with shen, whether we interpret that word as spirits, divinities, demons, numinosity, or whatever. In this context, shen is that "other" realm with which we make contact only through some process of "divination." Like a shaman summoning a spirit with music and dance, The fourth major claim in the "Commentary" thus is that by being numinous, the Change is the medium giving us access to all that is numinous.
GROUNDS FOR MAKING THE CLAIMS
The "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" tells us that the technique and text of the Change were made by sages, and we have already seen that their knowledge and understanding of change were derived partly from the processes at work in the realm of heavenand-earth. We now understand that the relationship between the sages and the Change is like the relation between the proverbial chicken and egg: they make each other.
The authors of the "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" knew the four major propositions which they claim for the Change from three sources. First, there are the processes at work in the realm of heaven-and-earth. In the Warring States period there were schools which taught that we might conduct ourselves best in this world by emulating heaven-and-earth. The "Commentary" intends to persuade us that even though phenomena in heaven-and-earth are directly perceivable, its subtle aspects are intelligible and its numinous aspects are most accessible to us through the technique, graphic symbols, and attached verbalizations of the Change. Secondly, there is the heritage of knowledge and understanding left us by sages. Again, in the Warring States period there were schools which sought to validate their teachings by claiming they stemmed from the sages of antiquity. The "Commentary" intends to persuade us that only through the Change can we have access to what is important, subtle and numinous about the sages. Recognition is given in the "Commentary" to the authority of a certain master ("Our master said"), to sages, to insight into the workings of human society (A8.1 and 3), and to understanding the change at work in heavenand-earth. But the single source of knowing which comprehends all of these others is the Change itself.
No label representing any school of thought is appropriate for the "Commentary." As was seen in A4.6-8, other teachings are subordinate to it. Its emphasis on the sages may accord well with the inclinations of the pre-Hanju and seem to warrant the label "Confucian"; it seems likely that arguments such as those in the "Commentary" contributed to the transformation of the status of the Change from divination text into one of the Five Classics in Han times. Equally, its emphasis on the processes of change at work outside of as well as within human society associate the "Commentary" with the Taoists (Tao-chia). But such labels must be partial and incomplete.
The "Commentary on the Attached Verbalizations" seeks to establish that the Change, as a book and as a technique, effectively crosses the boundary of the square (which symbolically represents all-under-heaven, human society, the domain of sages, the manmade, what is known and knowable) into the realm of heaven-andearth, the ten thousand things, what is not man-made, what is not directly and never perfectly known, including what is numinous. The Change duplicates but also knows from the ongoing processes in the circle which embraces all change, which includes all in the realm of heaven-and-earth. If we are willing, it enables us sufficiently though temporally to understand that change. Because the "Commentary" bases its claims for the Change on this inclusive Change, it knows from a source which comprehends all-under-heaven as well as the realm of heaven-and-earth. On its own terms the "Commentary" cannot be partial or incomplete. It cannot be assigned a conventional label, and, like the Change, has to remain incomprehensible to us, its explanations of the verbalizations notwithstanding.
When we realize that the Change knows from the area bounded by the circle which includes all that is in the realm of heaven-and-earth, then we can better understand that there are two meanings for its common title, the Chou yi. One line of interpretation, the predominant one, is that the word Chou refers to the dynasty known by that name, and that the title means the technique developed by or for the Chou kings to know the course of "change" as it is developing in the world around them, and us. A second interpretation, articulated at least as early as the second century by Cheng Hsuan, is also congruent with the explanation of the Change provided in the "Commen- 
